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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF MEDIA IN TEACIIING
ENGLISH FORYOUNG LEARNERS (EYL)

Sudiranl
Eni Prasetiyowati2

Abstract: Media is everything which can bring the message from the
sources to the receiyers or from the teachers to the students. The
purposes of this study are to lcnow what kinds of media for teaching
EYL, how the teachers implement it and how the students'responses
towardthatmedia.

This study used descriptive qualitative research because the
researcher intended to describe the students' responses toward the
media which is used by the teachers in teaching EW of 5'o grade at the
University of Muhammadiyah Malang. The subjects of this research
were 20 persons as EW teachers of5" grade and 29 young learners.
This study also used interview and obseryation as data collection
technique.

The results showed that there were seven types of media used
by the EYL teachers such as power point, pictures, flash card, real
object, video, word cards, and prezi. The teachers implemented them by
showing one by one in pre-teaching for brainstorming and whilst
teachingfor delivering the materials clearly. The students gave
positive responses toward that media.
Keyruord: Teaching media, EW, Sludents' respons
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INTRODUCTION

Curtain and Dahlberg (2004) as cited byAra (208) stated
that the amount oftime spent for learning the language is
the main factor for building foreign language proficiency- The
language learning also will take long time, need we practice
and experience, and will be greater fluency and effecth,eness if it
begins earlier. Moreover, the early introduction of second
languagel foreign language teaching is beuer than adult.
Cameron (2001) said, "Children can learn a socd knguage
particularly effectively before puberty because their bmim are
still able to use mechanism that is assisted by fint hguage
acquisition".

Teaching English as a Foreign Language (IEFL) for
young learners is not as easy as teaching English to adults because
young learner will be impressed by real experienses as they
interact with their environment. Isbell and Exelby (20Ot) stated
that young children try to understand the world in vtich they live,
the visual images and concrete objects in their environment
which this learning takes place. They will interact with their
environment which can enrich and expand fte quality of
children's experiences and learn how the world works through the
unique and concrete experiences. Therefore, the teachers should
create real environment and concrete experiences by using
resources inthe most effective way.

According to Isbell and Exelby (2001), yormg learners'
environment must be attractive, exciting, and placed where they
can work and play by using appropriate resources, material, and
tool. The environment which is created by the teachers should
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support and encourage them because they learn by exploring and
investigating. Besides, the most effective classroom aitiviry such
as fun activities songs rhymes and games should be used for
ghildrer in the language class (Ara: z}og).It means that teaching
English for Young Learner (EyL) is not simple. The enjoyable
activities such as learning with singing, playing games,
storytelling and the implementation ofmedia and tools should be
conducted in process of teaching learning EyL. All of them are
conducted by the teacher in order to deal the materials to the
leamers and take the goals of learning English with interesting
media in English teaching learning activities.

Media is something which can deliver information and
support English teaching learning activity effectively. Smaldino,
et-al (2011) stated that media is a mediator or everything which
brings all of information from the sources to the reamers in order
to make communication and study easier. It consist oftext, audio,
visual, manipulative, and person. Besides, the effective teaching
learning activity, the teacher should choose the appropriate media
which related to the material in order to deliver it to the young
learners. Moreover, young learners will be interested in joining
teaching learning process and know about the material by using
media which is used by the teacher. According to Moon (2000) as
cited by shin (2005) stated that creating the visuals which related
to the material will engage learners in the learning process. It will
make the learners to fell interested, invested, and take better care
the materials of the lesson.

Media becomes important aspect in teaching learning
process. It is not only to make the young learners interested and to
know more with the materials but also give them a psychological
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and motivational effect. Based on the journal by Khury (2010),
visual media of colored paper (Booklets) gives poeitive impact to
the young learners in certain skill of language learning. She found
that media could be an important factor forthe qualityofwriting
produced in a more conventional writing task because the whole
the young learners said that they like to write on coloredpaper.

The result of previous research by Kurniawan (2009) in
SMP 111 Jakarta showed that students' achievement average
beforE learning descriptive writing through media "pictme" was
62, which classified into enough standards. Meanwhile, after
using picture their outcome average in learning descriptive
writing was 84 and it can be classified into good standard. From
that result it can be conclude that students gave positive response
to the media such as pictures which was used in teaching writing.
It means that by using media, the teaching will get leamers'
response to the materials. As a result, the teacher can deliver the
materials to the learners easily by using media which is related to
the material in an appropriate skill of language. While inresearch
by Hapsari (2007), the teacher of EYL has to use teaching media
to guide students' mindset in order to have experiences the real
concept. The result of the research which is designed as
quantitative research showed thatthe visualmedia is the effective
media for teaching vocabulary to young learners because the
students' vocabulary achievement using visual media was good.

For this reason and different from that case, the writer
would like to study about the implementation of media by the
teacher in teaching EYL. The teachers are the students whose
concentrate in EYL. They will apply and practice their
knowledge which is gotten from EYL 1. This study is conducted
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in EYL course of 5* grade which is conducted by English
Department at University of Muhammadiyah Malang. EYL
consists of 6 classes. It is from 1" grade until 6" grade which have
10 meetings and different topic in every meeting. At 5'n class, they
take complete facilities such as creating real students'
experiences and interactive classroom media. Because of
considering the importance of media in language teaching
leaming process to young learners, this study is urgently to be
conducted to get a clear description about the implementation
media in language teaching learning process.

This study has three research questions: 1) what kinds of
media are implemented in teaching English for Young Learners
(EYL) of 5* grade? 2) How is the implementation of media in
teaching English forYoung Learners (EYL) of 5'n grade?And 3)
What are the students' responses toward the implementation of
media in teaching English for Young Learners (EYL) OF 5*
grade?

TEACHING ENGLISH FOR YOUNG LEARNERS

According to Cameron (2001: 212), children who are
taught foreign language will learn it with their curiosity and
eagemess to make sense of the world. They will be enthusiasm
and willingness to do all oftask. It means, children who are taught
a foreign language in starting of lowering age will increase their
skill of language. As a result, they can take many benefits for
learning foreign language in early age. While, teaching English
forYoung Learners is not only delivering the materials itself, but
also encouraging and stimulating young learners to think
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creatively. According to Horner and Ryf (2007: 109), as a creative
English teacher, he/ she should create creative activities which
identiSz andbuild on their early language andliterary experiences
in order to encourage children to use their imagination.
Stimulating younglearners to think creatively is not simple, the
teacher should set powerful classroom, sfudents' environment
and media which can introduce the materials to the young
learners and lead them to think creatively.

Teaching English as a Foreign Language to young
learners is different from others. Many aspects such as material,
setting of classroom, fun teaching learning activities and the
characteristics of young learners itself which are should
considered and given affentionbythe teacher in orderto make the
enjoyable teaching leaming activities. Smutny and Fremd (2010:
16) said that in some ways, primary teachers have an advantage in
that many of them already have features of a differentiated
classroom inplace: ways to discoverthe learners' special abilities
and characteristics, a variety of work areas in the classroom, a
diversity of resources, and an active class of eager sfudents who
are used to doing different thing.

It means that before teaching, the teacher should integrate
between sfudents' environment and their need of the lesson. Then,
Setiawati (2012) in her journal of A Descriptive Study on the
Teacher Talk qt EYL Classroom stated that providing young
learners with a new tool for doing many thing and using words
and symbols for organizirtg information become essential in
learning language. To sum up, it will be better if the teacher
combine and match the materials, strategy, media, and students'
environment in orderto deliverthe materials.
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A lot of atmosphere in the class can be created by having a

few toy animals. They can be used forpracticing with dialogs, for
personalizing language targets, or just to add a bit more fun to the
class. Puppets also wonderful to have around because it can add a

lot to dialog practice. The best puppets are usually ones made by
the children. They can make such as simple finger puppets, paper
puppets stuck on pencils or chopstick. A puppet of children
belongs to them and they feel a much greater sense of ownership
both ofthe puppets and the language the puppets produces during
activities.

TEACIIINGMEDIA

Sadiman et al. (2010:7) stated, "Media is'everything
which can be used to deliver message from sources to receiver or
from teacher to students. As a result, it can stimulate thought,
sense, attention, and interest of student to conduct teaching
learning activity." According to Arsyad (2010) media is a tool
which deliver messages of learning. It can be concluded that
media is atool which canbring the messages or information from
sources to the leamers.

Knowledge can be got from interaction between old and

new experiences. Arsyad (2010) stated that the process of
teaching in getting knowledge will be suceess if the students are

asked to use their five of sense. The teacher also try to show the
stimulus which can be processed by sense. Based on Dale's Cone

of Experience, the result of students' leaming are gotten by real
experiences (concrete), imitation things, and verbal symbol
(abstract). The cone is started from the concrete information (real
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experience) to abstract information (symbol). The real
experiences will give image and meaningful inforrnation in that
experiences and should involve five of sense that is known by
learningby doing.All of students wiltmixedup andparticipate in
activity in order to get knowledge by doing by themselves. As a
result, they will understand and get knowledge easily because of
the explicit information.

Media can make students interest in language teaching
learning process. The teachers can use several ofmedia in order to
support their teaching activity. According to Suyanto (2007: L02)
there are three kinds of media: visual media which involve eyes
sense, audio mediawhich involves ears sensory and audio visual
media which involves seeing and hearing sensory.

l)AudioMedia
Because of t'he audio media involves ears sensory it can

be used by the teacher to check students' competence of listening
comprehension. Tape recorder and radio are included of audio
media.

2)VisualMedia
Visual media is media which involves eyes sense, so they

can gain the information by their eyes sense. There are several
kinds of visual media such as pictures, flash cards, puppets, and
real object.

3) Audio Visual Media
Audio visual is the complete media of teaching. The

students not only can hear, they also can see the media. The
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information of the lesson will be gain by both of hearing and
seeing sensory. Because of there are sound and illustration, the
teaching learning will be not tedious. It also can deliver the
material clearly. As a result, the students will understand the
lesson easily. There are several examples of audio visual media
such as televisions and filmstrips.

Teaching media can help the teacher deliverthe materials
easily. It also gives many advantages for the learners. There are
many kinds of media which can be used for teaching. The teacher
can use more than one media when teaching because it will help
them to keep students' attention. While, when the teacher uses it
in teaching, he should select the appropriate one which relate to
the material at that time.

According to Santyasa (2007), there are 15 functions of
teachingmedia. Among others are:

1. Seeing the things or phenomenon which happened in the
past by picture, slide, film, or video.

2. Observing the things or phenomenon which is difficult to
visitbecause ofthe distance, risky, and forbidden.

3. Getting clear illustration of things which is diffrcult to see

because ofthe dimension.
4. Listening to the voice which is difficult to be listened by

ears directly.
5. Observing accurately the animals which are difficult to be

observed because ofnot easy to be caught.
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Media is important in teaching learning process. It gives
many advantages both ofto the teacher and learners. The result of
study which is conducted by Brezigar (2010) showed that visual
media of puppets give positive impact the use of English. She
stated on her journal that children like the puppets and believe
they are alive and can help them to speak English. It can be said
that media can motivate children to leam and bring them to the
real situation.

RESEARCHMETHOD

This study used descriptive research because the writer
intends to describe kinds of media which were implemented by
EYL'teachers and the students'responses toward the media. So,
qualitative research can help the researcher to interpret and
understand the complex reality. Additionally, it provides complex
textual description ofhow people experience in a research issue.
The research subjects are EYL of 5'n gfade and the EYL teachers
of 5* grade at the University of Muhammadiyah Malang. The
number of young learners is 29 and the number of the teachers is
20 who teach in pair in different meeting. In this study, the
researcher used observation and interview as the data collecting
technique.

FINDINGS

It was found that the teacher used the visual media and
audio visual media such as powerpoint, pictures, flash card, real
object, video, word cards and prezi. The media could provide
message and deliver the materials clearly. Moreover, by using
that media the students got experiences as a real situation. As a
result, they comprehended the materials easily.
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The teachers of EYL used media for helping them to
present the materials easily. There were different way of each
teacher, topic, media and meeting when implementing teaching
media. But, most of them implemented it in pre-teaching and
whilst teaching. The teachers implemented teaching media in
pre-teaching for stimulating, motivating, and brainstorming
sfirdents to learn English. On the other hand, they implemented
different media in whilst teaching. They irnplemented it by
showing first and stimulating the students to bq active in learning
English. They used different media and different way in order to
make students interested in the materials and keep their attention.

The research finding showed that the students of EyL of
5* grade were interested in teaching media which were used by
the teachers. Based on the observation check list and interview,
they gave good responses toward teaching media used by the
teachers in teaching EYL. They were not only excited,
enthusiastic and interested in teaching media but also gave good
responses as follow:

1 . The students showed active participation to the lesson.
2. The teaching media of power point, picfures, and flash card,

real object, video, word cards , and prezi made the sfudents
happy and enjoy learning English.

3. The students asked question and gave comment about the
media.

4. The students responded when the teachers were making a
statement.

5. The students answered when the teachers were asking the
question.
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The teaching media which were used EyL'teachers were
appropriate and suit with the materials and young learners'
thinking stage. It can made students for keeping their attention in
order to participate and gave responses toward it. They showed
open-ended/ students-initiated responses toward teaching media
of EYL by expressing their feeling and ideas enthusiastically. In
conclusion, the teaching media which were used by EyL'
teachers could produce sfudents responses successfully and
create teaching learning English actively.

CONCLUSION

It canbe concluded that the teachers of EyL used several
media for teaching EYL. They were power point, pictures, flash
card, real object, video, word cards, andprezi. They had several
reasons ofusing that media. They used media for teaching EyL in
order to present the materials easily. Then, by using ieaching
media, the students of EYL would be interested in teaching
learning English. Moreover, the teaching media was effective for
providing message and information clearly, attracting students'
attention, and giving them experiences as a reality. As a result
they would comprehend the materials easily.

The teachers of EYL implemented different teaching
media in pre-teaching and whilst teaching. They used the
teaching media in pre-teaching for brainstorming and building
knowledge. While, they used the teaching media in whilst
teaching in order to make the students interested in both of the
materials and the media, and make them to comprehend.the
materials easily. They showed for each media to students one by
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c. They also involved students' five of sense when
imdcm€nted it. In briel the teaching leaming of EYL ran well.

When the teacher implemented teaching media in
:aching EYL, each student gave diflerent responses. Some of
&em gave comment, asked about the materials and teaching
modi4 and answered some question of the teachers. They became
rtive participation to the lesson. Generally, they showed open-
cnded/ students-initiated responses toward teaching media of
EYLby expressing their own idea enthusiastically. In otherword,
IteimFlementation of teaching media in teaching EYLwas very
effective. By using teaching media the teacher can present the
materials easily and also it can improve the students'
comprehension. As a result, the teaching learning of EYL will be
nmactively.
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A STT]DY ON THE TEACHING METHOD OF
SPEAKING ENGLISH BY USING DEBAT AS USED BY

DEBAT COACH AT ILF OF THE UNI\TERSITY OF
MUHAMMDIYAII MALANG
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Abstract: Speaking is one of the most demanding language skills in
globalization era. Many people use English as means of
communication with others globally. Therefore, learning speaking
through debating is appropriate tofulfill the demand of new reference
in teaching speaking. The objective of this study is to gain some
information about teaching speaking through debate.

This research employed qualitative method. The main focus of
this research was the teaching speaking method used by the senior
debate coach in teaching speaking in ILF (International Language
Forum) debate class. The datawas collected by using observation and
interview.

The result showed that the methods used by the coach were;
direct method and community language learning. Those methods were
implemented with a systematic procedure of teaching steps; they were
pre-activity, main activity and post activity. The implementation of the
methods was applied well in class. Besides, tlte researcher also
depicted the process ofteaching speaking through debate thatwas used
by the coach in class.
Keywords: Tbaching Speaking, Teaching Method, Debate26
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INTRODUCTION
Being able to speak in the target language is considered as

one of the indicators that every learner is mastering the target
hnguage. Likewise in English, the learners are called to acquire
the language well if they are able to produce some words orally
md communicate English properly. In line with the important of
ryoken language, Omoniyi (2010: 23)has stated, "Proficiency in
Fnglishas acommunication skill isperceivedas acrucial skill for
srnrivaf', the demand of mastering English speaking ability not
mly comes from the internal place of education where the study
took place but also comes from the extemal factors of educational
ssctor.

Nowadays there are lots of methods used to teach
see'aking such as using Total physical response, the silent way,
C-ommunity language leaming, suggestopedia, group discussion,
speaking games, role play and debating. Each method has
different strength to interest learners to learn speaking. First,
goup discussion is a good practice to study together and courage
learners'bravery to work and share their idea with others. Second,
speaking games has it strength to package a process of teaching
and learning in fun way. Third, role play has it powers of asking
sfudents in performing and action and creates an interesting act
while they are leaming. According to the above examples, then,
debate has its power to develop students' critical thinking and also
speaking by working in a group.

Most of the method has its power to develop learners
speaking ability and some of the techniques have been proven its
effectiveness to develop learners speaking ability. For the
example, the research on group discussion held by Ibnu Wahyu at
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Bahasa Indonesia ESP class in the University of Muhammadiyah
Malang (2009). Ibnu's research shows that group discussion may
improve the student's fluency in speaking.

According to Steinberg (2008: 6) debate is " process of
inquiry and advocacy, a way of arriving at a reasoned judgment to
preposition". People debate by explaining a concept ofideausing
a persuasive manner through his ability of speaking. The concept
of debate is not only focus in developing the critical thinking but
it does also can be expanded to the field of educational aspect in
which teaching English skills especially speaking.

In students'unit activity, the process ofteaching academic
debating is completely different compare with the teaching
academic debating that used by lecturer to teach in class. This
could happen because students' unit activity which has debating
club only focused on teaching debating, while in a real class we
cannot use only one method to teach learners because real class
has more heterogenic leamers and interest and they are not focus
in only learning debating. This fact can implicitly show us that the
academic debating method that is used by debating club to teach
English especially speaking is more varieties and specific
compare to the academic debating method used in the regular
English maj oring class.

Recently, debate is being popular in Indonesia. This
popularity is proved by the increase in number of debating club
and debating event in the last three years. The learners interest in
joining debating raise up because many of leamers want to have a
good English ability. ILF (International Language Forum) is the
one of the student's unit activity which has known as the most
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active and proficient English debating club at the University of
Muhammadiyah Malang. Furthermore, ILF has various activities
to develop their members' English skill, such as debating,
conversation, news casting, speech and scrabble. From several
activities that ILF provides to increase their member's English
skill, debating is the most dominant activity that is followed most
by the members. The member's interest in joining debating class
gradually increases because they were motivated to have good
English like the registered debating class member. Furthermore
many learners want to get achievements from debating because
ILF debater's oftenwon in several debating competition.

There were several researches which had been conducted.
One ofthem is Nafsiyah's research held in ILF at the University of
Muhammadiyah Malang. In her research, Nafsiyah (2011)
focused on language style used by debaters. In the research, it
ras found that debaters used several language styles, such as
fumal style, consultative, intimate style, casual and frozen.

The researcher formulated two research questions: 1)

X/hat is the teaching speaking method used by debating coach in
debating class at ILF (International Language Forum)? And 2)
How is the implementation of the teaching speaking method used
bydebate coach in debating elass at ILF (International Language
Forum)?

IDEBATE

Debate is inevitable activity in our lives. People can hear
6ate not only in a formal place like goverrment hall or meeting
htr in many others places surround them such as school, home,
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street, masque, church, and cafeteria. Indirectly, manypeople do
this activity with or without their consent because it has been the
part of people live since a long time ago. Debate is important
aspects in our live, it can give people a chance to make their best
decision possible based on their own reasoning. Steinberg (2008:
6) has stated, "Debate is the process of inquiry and advocacy, a
way of arriving at a reasoned judgment to preposition."
Furthermore, debating is not only an activity that is done without
any purpose. In education field many lectures use this technique
to teach English speaking to their learners. Ellis (2011:10-16)
have stated, "Debating can improve learner's English skills" such
as reading, listening, critical thinking, writing and speaking.

From the various debating system among different
countries, Shuster (2002:9-I6) has stated "parliamentary debate
format are the famous one compare with others and inside of the
parliamentary debate. There are two kind of debate system that
commonly used; they are American Format and British Format".

1) TheAmerican Format
According to Shuster(2002: 1 0), American parliamentary

debate is, "a debate which include two teams, one on side of
proposition which support the motion (the motions known as the
topic of the debate) and another side in side of opposition which
against the motion". For each debate, a motion is announced and
teams are given a period of time to prepare the debate. The typical
time for preparation is thirty minutes, although there are
variations in several debate toumaments. The debate started
whenthe preparationtime is ended.
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There are six speeches in the debate. The first four
speeches, known as constructive speeches, form and formation of
the debate and the latest two speakers are the rebuttal speeches
which each side getting one speech to summarize. To elose the
debate, each teams need to prepare the reply speakers that can be
selected from the first or second speaker. The job of the reply
speakers is to summariztngthe debate by showing bias arguments
thatpromote the winning ofone side oftheteam.

2) The British Format
According to Shuster (2002: 13) British parliamentary is

,"is a debate in which each debates involves of four teams on each
side of the motion". The teams inside of the debate are divided
into two teams in affirmative side and two teams in negative side.
For each debate, a motion is announced and teams are given a
period of time to prepare the debate. The typical time for
preparation is fifteen minutes. The debate started when the
preparation time is ended.

In British format, each speaker in each team has a
different role of speaking. The first proposition team has an
obligation to open the debate by presenting the direction of the
debate by defining the theme of the debate (motion) into a clear
and fair definition. The first opposition is a little bit similar with
the firstproposition, the difference is; the firstoppositiondoes not
need to define the theme but he only need to rebut the arguments
that is brought by the first proposition before delivering his
arguments. The second proposition or opposition has the same
rule; both of them must provide an extension of the original
arguments of the previous first speaker in his team. The second
speaker refutes this new arguments direction. The final speakers
of each team in British parliamentary are much likely rebut all of
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the arguments that is brought by their opponents without bring
any arguments in his substantial's speech.

TEACHING ENGLISH

According to Richards (2001:22),the theory of teaching
English is represent to "the process ofhow language are learned,
How knowledge of language is represented and organized in
memory or how language itself is structured". This process will
elaborate principles and theoretically accountable approach to
the design of language teaching programs. In describing the
theory of language teaching at the level of theory principles and a

set of derived procedure for teaching a language, the process
conceptualization and organization will be termed into several
terms namely; Approach, Method and Technique.

According to Freeman (2000: I2T)," Communicative
Language Teaching is an approach that apply the theoretical
perspective of the Communicative Approach by making
communicative competence the goal oflanguage teaching andby
acknowledging the interdependence of language
communication". In this method, everythingthat is done by the
learner is using a communicative intent. Learners use the
language a great deal through communicative activities such as
role play, game, and problem solving task. In Communicative .

approach, lecturer role is primarily to facilitate communications
and secondarilyto correct errors.
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Teaching method is also needed to accomplish the
process of education, in his book Jain (2008: 71) has stated,"
Teaching method is a systematic and scientific way of teaching
any subject. It guide lecturers" How to teach" and "How his
teaching may be effective". With a good and proper teaching
method, lecturer can know what materials that needs to be
prepared, what item that suitable to be used to teach and what
technique that is fit with students' condition. In his book Freeman
(2000) explain that there are several method that is commonly
used to teach ; Grammar translation method, direct method, audio
lingual method, The silent way, Community language learning,
andsuggestopedia.

TEACI{ING SPEAKING

Speaking is a part of daily live that we take it for granted.
The average person produces ten thousands of words a day,
although some people may produce even more than that. In fact,
even there are a lot of people are able to speak in English well but
there are people that are not capable to use this language. The
problem of incapability to speak English well may be caused by
many factors. Thornbury (2007 : 27 -28) said that " the problem of
speaking ability come from the personal themselves; such as

problem in expressing an idea, always repeating the same

sentence, limiting vocabulary andlack of confidence".

Many of learners began to leam English by studying the
grammatical rule, reading and writing before they practice their
speaking. Rybold (2006) in his book said thaf' speaking is not
e:my as easy writing and other passive skills because English
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speaking require confidents of leamers to speak in public and
sharing their idea to others". This practical skill unfortunately is
not owned by all of English learners because many of learners
still cannot overcome the fear of speaking. To overcome this
problem many of people join in a class where the academic
debating is taught. Based on Tucker (2002), teaching academic
debating refers to "trains and develop students in the core
academic skill of the language arts; reading comprehension,
critical thinking, and communication skills.

RESEARCHMETHOD

The researcher investigates the activity of personal,
which is the teaching method used by the debate coach at ILF
(International Language Forum). The researcher does not
describe the teaching methodby studying the cause and effect and
prove it with numerical datato show its effectiveness in class, but
the researcher describes the teaching method by capturing the
process of teaching and learning and describes it in a detail
narrative description and interpretation. Based on this reason, the
researcher applies qualitative as the research method.

In choosing the coach observed, researcher need to
determine several criteria that debate coach need to acquire, those
are; debate coach still active in teaching debate, and debate coach
that have enough experience in debate and coaching debate.
Researcher could not choose random person such as a lecfurer
from a regular speaking class, or another people who teach
speaking. This consideration was taken because those people did
not focus on teaching speaking using debating technique. This
study uses observation and interview as the data collection
techniques
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FIhIDINGS

Based on the observation done on June 19, 2013, it was
found that the first method used by the coach in teaching debate
was directmethod. This evidence was proven from the quotation
that researcher take from the observation in the debate class
where the coach teach.

The second method used by the coach in teaching debate
was cofirmunity language learning method. This evidence was
proven from the researcher quotation that researcher take from
the observation in the debate class where the coach teach;

From the data, it could be said that the coach used
community language learning to teach their students. The
evidence documented from the observation and the interview
quotation that the researcher quotes above.

Direct method was the one from several methods that the
coach used in teaching the students. In describing the
irylementation of this method, the researcher required to
summarize the activities ofteaching and learning process in class.

lt was found that the coach used community language learning
method in her class. Below were the steps that the coach used to
teach;

. Coach open the meeting than explaining the lesson that
she will teach at that day

. Coach gives a task right after she finished her explanation,
but before that she asks her students understanding about
the lessonthat she alreadyteach.

. Coach let their students to work in a group with a purpose
to make them learn something from other students.

. Coach directly asks their students to perform their task in
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front of the class after the time and limitation that the
coachgives is over.

. During the class, the coach allow other students to help
their friendto translate aword from "bahasa" to English if
they does not know the translation, but its only allowed to
translate in chunk not fulI sentences.

. Coach evaluates her students after they finish perform
theirtask.

. Coachclosesthemeeting.

It can said that there are similarities in several activities.
Those are the same with the activity used in the community
language learning which are; first, the coach sensitivity in
measuring the student's level of confidence by allowing other
students in class helping their friend in term of translating the
word that they did not know (giving what they need) to make
them success. Second, the coach makes the students learn
language from the other students in class. This process makes
students feel the sense ofcommunity and teach them to learn from
others who hadmore information as well as theteacher.

CONCLUSION

From 4 times observation done, the researcher may
highlight that there are three teaching methods that is used by the
coach; grammar translation method, direct method and
community language learning. All of the teaching methods was
managed and applied well in the class. There are two parameters
that make the researcher able to say that the method was managed
and applied well in class; first, supported with some experts'
theory second, it is able to accommodate all of the students need
in learning language.
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First is the expertise support. The process ofteaching and
learning that the coachdid in class was the same with the process
that expertise state in theory such as; pre activities, whilst
activities and the evaluation process. Second, the coach was able
to accommodate the students that want to learn language. The
teaching process that the coach implemented was suitable with
the characteristics of students in class. The coach knows students
need a direct practice and comfortable environment of leaming.
Under that reason the coach use various teaching method that able
to make the students feeling excited, motivate and enjoy learning.

The problem faced in this present studies is the student's
attendance in class. The researcher felt a bit hard to see all of the
sfudents come to class completely, because there are always some
of them skip the class. This problem rose because their schedule
of study was crash with the training schedule. The solution is
of[ered by the coach to overcome the problem of crash schedule.
The solutions prepared are by arranging the new schedule of
kaining and evaluate the coach's way of teaching.
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Abstract: Indonesian government considers English as one offoreign
languages to be taught in school from the elementary level up to the
university level. The teaching and learning activities should be oriented
toward the mastery offour language skills: listening, speaking, reading
and writing. In fact, writing is the most dfficutt skiil for learner to
master Therefore, the teacher should use the appropriate media in
teaching writing. The purpose of the study was proving whether picture
series as a media improves students'writing skill or not. The research
desisn was quasi experimental- The instrument used was test. The
researcher analyzed the data using independent samples test. It was
found that picture series was effective to improve students,writing skill
especially in writing procedure paragraph. The result of this study
implies that English teachers consider using picture series in teaching
writing, because picture series can help students to describe the
pocedurefrom thevery beginninguntil the end.
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INTRODUCTION

Mastering English as a foreign language is very important
in globalization era. Therefore, the Indonesian government
considers English as one of foreign language to be taught in
school from the elementary level up to the university level. The
teaching and learning activities should be oriented to the mastery
of four language skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing.
The teachers should always make every ef[ort to urge the students
in language activities using the language for communication. The
purpose ofteaching English is to enable students to communicate
in English orally and in a written form. Based on the 2006 School
Based Curriculum, the purpose of English teaching is to enable
students to master the four language skills: listening, speaking,
reading andwriting.

In addition, there is no doubt that writing is the most
difficult skill forL2 learners to master. The difficulty appears not
only in generating and organizing ideas, but also in translating
these ideas into readable text. The skills involved in writing are
highly complex. L2 writers have to pay attention to higher level
skills of planning and organizing as well as lower level skills of
spelling, punctuation, word choice, and so on. The difficulty
becomes even more pronounced if their language proficiency is
weak (Richards & Renandya, 2002: 303).

According to Broughton et al (2003: Il6-lL7), there are
four general problems usually faced by L2learners in English
writing. The first is mechanical problems with the script of
English. A great deal of the writing that occurs in the foreign
language classroom is not primarily concerned so much with
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developing wdting skills as with reinforcing the teaching of
particular structures. The second, there are problems of accuracy
of English grammar and lexis. The poor knowledge possessed by
the students concerning the complicated rules of English
especially if they are so different from their Ll grammar makes
them difficult to compose correct and good sentences. The third,
there are problems of relating the style of writing to the demands
ofaparticular situation. Some sfudents feel so difficult determine
whether they have to write by using n anative,recount, expository
or others in expressing their ideas. The last is problem of
developing ease and comfort in expressing what needs to be said.
This happens because the students lack of courage to do mistake
intheirwriting.

Due to that condition, the researcher tries to find out a
kind of technique that can help students write sentences or a
simple paragraph and motivate them to actively p articipate in the
writing activity. The researcher assumes that one of the good
ways of teaching writing is by using instructional media.
lnstructional media are important in teaching and learning
processes since they can enhance and promote learning and
support the teacher's instruction.

INSTRUCTIONALMEDIA

There are many kinds of instructional media that can be
used in the teaching and learning processes. One of them is
picture. According to Raimes (1983) in Suryawan (2008: 5),
pictures can be the basis for fairly mechanical controlled
compositions, sentence combining exercises, or sequencing of
sentences, writing of original dialogues, letters, reports, or
essays.
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Zulfainah \Z\AD applied sequenced pictures on the
ynting narrative ability of the first year students at SMAN 2
Batu. She found that picture series of her research on the teaching
of narrative writing showed that the students achieve better
performance in writing narration after being prompted with
sequenced pictures than before. The present research has
similarity to Zulfainah's research that is about pi.tor"-rlri"r.
However, it is different since it will be applied for teaching
wltin-s_ especially about paragraph pro.ed,r." in vocational
schoollevel.

vocational school (sMK) is quite different from senior
high school. These differences do noi mean to downgrade the
quality of one of them, but there some characteristics of sMK
which become points of benefits than SMA. First, SMK is
prepared for those who want to either continue studying to a
higher level of edu..diol, university level, o,,".mn!ujJirir".
in the sMK curriculum has more practical study tt ai tt eo..ti.at
which aims to create graduators who are ready io compete in thejob world. Second, since the orientation ofthe 

-stur..roi.ulum 
is

prepared forworkers, so the learning activiry is dominateJ i"3ou
field than in the class. The class is only used ro, lr"in! trr"
necessary materials for facing the job field. Therefoie, uil th.
materials given to the students are mostly related to jobs ,na or
:ours9 English is not an exception, and that becomis the third
benefit.

In this research, the researcher tries to implement the
picture series media Ttq t!. teaching of procedur.i purugrapfr.
Procedure_paragraph is designed to discri^be how someth"ing is
achieved through a sequenced ofactions or steps. It explains how
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people perform different processes in a sequenced of steps
(Bachtiar B. & Cicik K., 2007: 34). To write a procedure
paragtaph, there are three important things should be paid
attention to. First, make sure that the steps in the process are
complete. Following a procedure whose steps are incomplete will
fail to produce the expected result. Second, present the steps in
ee right sequence. Finally, use corect transitional words to
indicate the sequence of the process you are writing (Scarry S. &
ScaryJ., 20ll:415).

Based on the unsatisfactory condition ofthe teaching and
leaming of writing skill and the consideration that pictures can be
one ofthe useful instructional media in the teaching and learning
pnocess, this research is conducted in order to find a good way to
improve the students'writing skill. This research focuses on the
improving of the teaching of procedure paragraph writing using
picture series. The statement of problem is presented as follow:
Does picture series as a media improve students writing skill of
the second year at SMK PGRI Pandaan?

RESEARCHMETHOD

This study used quasi-experimental method because it is
impossible to assign the existing subjects randomly. Schreiber &
Asner (2011), states that quasi experimental designs is applied
because the researcher does not have random assignment. We do
not have the opportunity for random assignment of students to a
teacher or class. The population of this study was the second year
students at SMK PGRI Pandaan. It consist of seven classes, they
were audio visual class consist of one class, networking of
computer classes consist ofFour classes, accounting class consist
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oftwo classes. Each class contains more than 30 male and female
students. The researcher only choose Accounting class as the
samples ofthe study, those are class 2Accounting 1 (2AK 1) and
class 2 Accounting 2 (2 AK 2). Class 2 Accounti ng 2 (2 AK 2) as a
control class consists of 35 students and class 2 Accounting I (2
AK 1) as an experimental class consists of 34 student. The
instrument used to collect the data was a test, pretest and post test.
The form of test is writing procedure paragraph. In this study, the
students were given to write a procedure paragraph.

Hypothesis ofthe Study

. Null hypothesis (Ho): Picture series does not improve
students writing skill of the second year at SMK PGRI
Pandaan.

r Altemative hypothesis (Hi): Picture series improves
students writing skill of the second year at SMK PGRI
Pandaan.
The researcher obtained the data from the writing pre test

and post test. To collect the data, the procedure can be elaborated
as follows:

l. Pre test

In this study, the researcher took all of second grade
students' in SMK PGRI Pandaan as the population. Then the
researcher choose two class, those are class 2 AK 1 and class
2 AK 2. AK 2 was a control group and AK I was an
experimental group. Inthe firstmeeting, both ofgroups were
given pre test to measure ofthe skill ofthe students in writing
procedure paragraph before they got treatments.
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2. Treatment

In this study, experimental and control group were
taught writing procedure paragraph with different media.
The experimental group was giventhetreatment onteaching

procedure paragraph by using picture series as a
media and the control group using non picture series. Non
picture series means that the teacher using worksheet as a
media to teach students in the classroom. Before treatment
was done, the researcher gives pre-test. Then post-test was
glven at last meeting after giving treatment. In more detail
the procedure was as follows:

3. Posttest

In the last meeting, both of the groups were given post
test. In this study, the test used was procedure writing. After
the post test was finished, the researcher computed to the
result ofusing picture series media to improve students' skill
in writing procedure paragraph.

FINiDINGS

The result of the data analysis ( the result of pre test and
post test of experimental and control group), and the hypothesis
testing. The pre-test was given before the researcher applied a
certain media. It was given to both the experimental and control
goup to the second year students of SMK PGRI Pandaan. After
grving pre-test and cbunting it using SPSS 16, the researcher
finally got the result from the experimental and control group.
Here is the result.
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Table 1. the Mean Scores of Pre-test of Experimental and Control
Group

GROUP N MEAN

Value of pre test experimental 34 47,8235

Value ot ore test contol sfouD J5 I,OJ I

Based on the table above, it was found that the means
score of pre-test of experimental group was 41 .82 and control
group was 3'7.65.It means that the means score of experimental
group is higher than the control group. Besides, it was also found
that among 35 students in control class, there was 32 students or
91.42% students got below scores, and there were 3 students or
8.571% students got above scores. While, it was also found that
among 34 students in experimental class, there were 24 students
or 70.58o/o sfudents got below scores, and there were 10 students
or29.4lo/o students got above scores. Here is the classif,rcation of
pre test ofexperimental group and control group.

Table 2. the Classification ofpre-test score in experimental group
andcontrolgroup

Grorp N Mean Above
Average

Percent
ageYo

Below
Average

Percent
age o/o

Total
Percent

age

%

Prc test of
expaimen
tal srouD

3+ 4t,82 t0 2941% 24 70j8% tC0%

Pre test of
control
goup

35 37,65 J 8,571% )z 91,42% lNo/n
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Based on the result of the table above, it was found that
the above average of pre test of experimental group was higher
than control group. While, the below average of pre test of
experimental was lower than control group.

The post test was given after the researcher applied a
picture series. It was given to the experimental group to the
second year students of SMK PGRI Pandaan, and the control
group applied non picture series. After giving post test and
counting it using SPSS 16, the researcher finally got the result
from the experimental and control group. Here is the result.

Table 3. The Mean Scores of Post test of Experimental and
ControlGroup

GROUP N MEA.N

Value of post test expcimental gorp 14 98.3529

Value ol post testcortrol group 35 36.8571

Based on the table above, it was found that the means
score of post test of experimental group was 98.35 and control
goup was 36.85. It means that the means score of experimental
grcup is higher than the control group. Besides, it was also found
that among 35 students in control class, there was 31 students or
88.57% students got below scores, and there was 4 students or
ll,42y;o students got above scores. While, it was also found that
among 34 students in experimental class, there were 19 students
or 55.88% students got below scores, and there were 15 students
or M.l%6 students got above scores. Here is the classification of
post test of experimental group and control group.
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Table 4. The Classification of post-test score in experimental
group and control group

Group N Mean Above
Averag

e

Percent
age%o

Belo

Aver
aae

Percer(
ageo/o

Total
Percent

age
o/

Post test of
erya:imental
trolln

34 98.35 Is 44,t% 19 55.88% 100%

Post test of
control srouo

35 36.85 4 t1,4% 3l 88.570h 100%

Based on the result of the table above, it was found that
the above average of post test of experimental group was higher
than control group. While, the below average of post test of
experimental was lower than control group. Here is the
classification of pre test and post test of experimental group and
controlgroup.
Table 5. The Classification of pre-test and post-test score in
experimental group and control group

Group N Mean Abo
ve

Aver
age

Percent
age%io

Belo

Aver
agJ

Pocerrbg
e%o

Total
Percentag

e

Pre test of
experimental
srouD

34 4t.82 l0 29.41o/o 24 7058% t00%

Pre test of
control
fiolIn

35 37.65 J 8s71% 12 9142o/o 100%

Post test of
eperimental
srouD

34 9{t3529 15 44lo/" l9 558ff/o 100%

Post test of
corfrol
group

35 36.8511 4 l14r/o 31 88579/o l00o/n
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Based on the data above, after applied picture series in
experimental class there was difference between the means
scores of both groups. The average score of experimental group
was higher than control group.

The researcher used independent sample t-test in SPSS 1 6
to know whether there was significant difference between the
means scores of pre test and post test scores of control group or
not. The result of statistical analysis is:

Table 6. Table Statistic Group Statistic Source SPSS

CrrOr,p
N Mean

std.
Deviation

Std. Eno
Mean

Value A
Pret€st 

B

34

35

1.8235

t7.657 I

12.86873

7.17 81 6

2.2 M97

1.2t333

Value A
Pctest 

B

34

35

,8.3529

t6.8571

.691t7

s.77083

11853

97545

The table showed that the rneans of pre test scores of
experimental group was 41.82 and control group was 37.65 with
std deviation of experimental group was 12.86 and control group
was 7.17, std error mean of experimental group was 2,20 and
controlgroupwas 1.21.

Besides, the means scores of the post test of the
experimental group was 98.35 and control group was 36.85 with
std. deviation of experimental group 0.69117 and control group
was 5.77083, std. error mean of experimental group was 11853
and control group was 0.97 545 .
Analysis:
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score of pre test of experimental group was 41.8235 and control
group was37.6571 (Appendix I). While, the mean score of post
test of experimental group was 98.3529 and control group was
36.8s71.

The researcherused independent sample t-test in SPSS 16
to know whether there was significant difference between the
means scores of pre test and post test scores of control group or
not. From the result of data analysis, it concluded that the null
hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis is accepted.
So, picture series is effective to students' writing skill of second
y ear at SMK PGRI Pandaan.
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TIIE DISCOYERY LEAR]\ING ACTTVITIES OF
*SCIENCE IS F[iN" PROGRAM OF KOMPAS TV TO

TEACH ENGLISH
FORYOT]NG LEAR}IERS

Annahdhi D zil<ri Faj riyah t

Erly Wahyuniz

Abstract: Teaching English for young learners is dffirent from
teaching Englishfor adult. Young learners have unique characteristics.
Many activities can be used by the teacher such as games, crafts, songs,
rcle play, telling story, dis covery learning and etc.

This study used qualitative. Since the researcher described the
procedure ofdiscovery learning takenfrom "Science is Fun" program
of Kompas TI4, this study is categorized as document or content
analysis. Therewerefive episodes of "Scienceis Fun" programused as
the objects ofthis study.

The result of this study showed that "Science is Fun" program
of Kompas TV is one of the programs that are appropriate to use by the
teachers as a suppl ement material to teach young learners. It was found
that therewere ten discovery learning activities thatwere available to
use in class. Those were (1) Float or Sink, (2) Secret Message 1, (3)
Secret Message 2, (4) Secret Message 3, (5) Prediction l, (6) Prediction
2, (7) Explosion of Liquid Nitrogen, (8) Hydrogen and Oxygen
B allo ons, (9 ) Gi ant P as t a and ( I 0) B all Expl o s i on.
Kqwords : Discovery Learning, Teaching and Young Learner
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INTRODUCTION

The decision that government will abolish English from
curriculum has been spreading in Indonesia. Ministry of
education and culture stated that the abolishment of English from
curriculum in elementary school will be valid in 2013-2014
(Tempo: 2012). Since the government announces it on public,
many people react on the issue. There are pros and contras on the
impact of the abolishment of English from curriculum in
elementary school. But, the government permits the school to
include English as Extra lesson. Some people such as

entrepreneurs also can oper special course to teach English for
young leamers. Although government will abolish English from
curriculum in Elementary school, English for young learners may
stillbe learn in Indonesia.

Musliar Kasim (Deputy of Ministry of Education and
Culture) explained that English would be ineffective to be learned
because the competency of English teachers in Indonesia is
ineligible to teach for English subject in elementary school
(Kompas.com: 13/1112012). Indeed, teaching children is not
easy. Children have some unique characteristics. According to
Piaget in Cameron (2001), children are active learners and
thinkers. "Children see the foreign language'from the inside' and
try to find meaning in how the language is used in action, in
interaction, and with intention, rather than'from the outside' as a

system and form". One of young learners' characteristics is that
they are very active. We often meet the students in a class like to
move around. They will move to anotherplace, because they like
to feelbusy.
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Discovery leaming activities is interesting to be used in
teaching English for Young Leamers (EYL). It makes learning
language through science more effective and enjoyable. Through
discovery learning activities, the students play with experiment.
It gives enjoyment and an element of fun because the children
learn English fromtheir surrounding objects. Of course, children
are easier to memorize the word from real object to enrich their
vocabulary in English. In fact, discovery learning activities are
used because children have sense of curiosity. They interest in
finding out how something can be made to work or try to make
something of their own way.

Based on the phenomenon above, the discovery leaming
activities is useful to help students to increase their achievement
in English. Therefore, the researcher intends to do a research on
discovery leaming activities of "science is Fun" program of
Kompas TV to teach EYL. "science is Fun" program of Kompas
TV is chosen by the researcher because the program shows many
discovery learning activities which can be adopted to teach EyL.
The reason ofchoosing this research is the researcher believes
that discovery learning activities of "science is Fun" program of
Kompas TV is useful to support the successful of learning and
teaching process, especially to young learners who are learning
English. Besides, the researcher hoped that this research will
prevent the abolishment of English in Elementary school.

Based on the background of study above, the researcher
wants to describe the problem as follows: 1) what are the
discovery learning activities which are found in "science is Fun"
program of Kompas TY? 2) How is the discovery learning
activities which are found in "science is Fun" program of
Kompas TY adopted to teach EYL?
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Related to statement of the problems stated previously,
the purposes ofthis study are: 1) to find out the discovery learning
activity that is found in "Science is Fun" program of Kompas TY.
2) To describe the way of the discovery learning activity that is
found in "Science is Fun" program of Kompas TVto be adopted
toteachEYL.

TEACHING ENGLISH FORYOUNG LEARNER

Teaching is showing or helping someone to learn how
something to do, give instructions, guide in the study of
something, provide with knowledge, causing to know or
understand(Kimble and Garnery in Brown, 2000). In addition,
according to Brown (2000) teaching is guiding and facilitating
loarning, enabling the learner to Learn, and also setting the
conditions for teaching. Teaching of second language to young
learner is very possible, because the brain of chitrdhood is more
adaptable before puberty, after that the acquisition of language is
possible without self,-consciousness at an early age,(Singleton in
Ur,2003:287).

Teaching Engtrish in the elementary school also includes
teaching English for young leamer. Teaching English in the
elementary school has now comes to be carried out as a legitimate
subject with the position as a local subject that is formally
introduced to the third grade students of elementary school. The
decree of Ministry of Education and Culture (R.IA.{o
04871411992, Chapter Vltrtr) states that an elenrentary school can
include extra.lessons in its curricutrum as long as they are not in
contradiction with the objectives of national education. It is
intended to teach students to understand simply spoken and
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rri$en expression in English. Cameron Q0t02: 13) states that it
hre lrong been hypothe sized,that children learn a second language
bclftr than adults, and this is often used to support the early
inrodrction of foreign language teaching. The Critical Period
H5pothesis is the name given to the idea that young children can
hrn a second language particularly effectively before puberty
hrcause their brains are still able to use the mechanisms that
eusisted first language acquisition. The Critical Period
H5Tpothesis holds that older learners will learn language
differently after this stage and, particularly for accent, can never
dieve the same levels of proficiency. While some empirical
ffidies offer support for the CPH, other studies provides evidence
6ntthere is no such cut offpoint for language learning.

According to Cameron (2000: 1) children often seem less
cmbarrassed than adults at talking in a new language, and their
hck of inhibition seems to help them get a more native like
&ent. Young children can leam a second language particularly
effective\ before puberty because their brains are still able to use
the mechanism that assisted first language acquisition.

In addition, Kasbolah (2007) states that there is different
way in teaching Primary School children and teaching Junior or
Senior High School students, because of their unique
characteristics, such as: they are still learning about their
environment, like to talk about themselves, their parents, their
pets, toys and friend. Besides that, the children like,to move
around and like to learn something by doing singing, playing
games, coloring and cutting pictures. Younger children may ask
questions all the time and may talk about what they are doing
while older children can tell the difference between fiction and
fact.
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Teaching of EYL needs different way from adult's
learners, because their characteristics are also different from
adult leamers. They need teaching techniques which are not
boring and monotonous. They need enjoyable attractive activities
thatareable to motivate them in learning. Phillips (1993: 5) gives

some points ofthe designofthe teaching and leaming activities in
EYLclass. They are:

1. The activities should be simple enough for the children to
understand what is expected by them.

2. The task should be within their abilities: it needs to be

achievable but the same time sufficiently stimulating for
them to feel satisfied with their work.

3. The activities should be orally based indeed, with very
young children listening activities will take up a large
proportion of class time.

4. Written activities should be used sparingly with younger
children. Children of six or seven years old are often not yet
proficient in the mechanic ofwriting in their own language.

DISCOVERYLEARNING

Learning is not spectator sport. Students do not leam
much by sitting in class listening to teachers, memorizing
prepackaged assignments, and spitting out answers. They must
talk about what they are learning, write about it, relate it to past

experiences, and apply it to their daily lives. Learning is often
defined as a change in behavior (Birkenholz, 1999), which is
demonstrated by people implementing knowledge, skills, or
practices derived fr om education.
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Discovery learning is a learning theory that holds great
potential for improving instruction and sfudent learning
outcomes where simple memorization of definitions or a brief
introduction to a specific set ofresources is not sufficient to reach
the instruction goal at hand. Discovery learning (also known as
'"Constructivist leaming") covers both an instructional model and
a series of strategies that focus on the first-hand involvement of
the student with the curriculum (Bicknell-Holmes and Hoffrnan,
2000).

Bicknell-Holmes and Hof&nan (2000) describe the three
main attributes ofdiscovery learning as follows:
l. The creation, integration, and generalization of knowledge

through exploration and problem solving.
2. A process of learning driven by interest-based activities in

which the learner exercise some control over the sequence
and frequency with which they occur.

3. Activities which strive to integrate new knowledge with the
learner's existing knowledge base.

From research that does exist, there appear to be some
advantages of discovery learning. According to Svinicki (1998),
there are some advantages of discovery learnirrg. They are listed
asfollows:

Discovery learning is more concrete and therefore easier for
beginners in a fieldto understand.
lndiscovery learning, the value ofthe information is clearer.
Discovery leaming places much of the responsibility for
learning on the learner.
Discovery learning opportunities result in an "episodic

2

3
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mernorjl" which is a type of memory specifie to an event.
\Vith episodic memory if you eannot remember the idea,

5 Active partieipation provides you an opporhrnity to get early
feedbaek on your understanding.

Recognizing motivation, infomration retention, and
ashievement as positive effects of diseovery learning that are
grounded in researeh, the question beeomes, why do teachcrs and
schsol systems' hesitate to adopt discovery learning. Some
reasons are based more on self-imposed misconeeptions and
attitudes than on diseovery learniug's' ercative and practieal
demands (Bickncll-Hohnes & Hsffinan, 2000).

Aecording to MeKay and Guse (2007:3), the content of
aetivities to teachEnglish foryoung learners is:

1. The astivities to teach English for young learners should
focus on thc four macro skills, listening, speaking, reading
and writing and the 'building blocks' of language,
voeabulary pronunciation and grammar.

2. The activitics focus on developi.ng learning strategies, for
example, eertain deeoding sfiategies to enhance reading
skills, pronuneiation strategies to aid elear oral language, aad
higher-order thinking ski[s (such as eategoriziag,
classi$ring, defining, explaini,ng, drawing coaclusions,
hypothesizing, making eonneetions between ideas, and
eonsidering multiple viewpoiats or conflictiag views) to
improve ehildren's thinking abilities.

3. The aetivities cncourage teaeher to display children's work
around the classroora. Lists of words, and pictures, rrad other
material that is uscd ia.fie aotivities ean also be used for
display"
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4. In designing the activities, the teacher has been mindful that
children learn English in many different settings, ranging
from small group to large classes. The activities are flexible
enough to cater for English teaching and learning in a variety
ofcontexts

5. Teacher are free to use any activity and in any order, but,
according to good teaching practice, teacher should always
consider whether children are ready for this activity or
whether it would be better to do a less advanced activity, or to
do an earlier activity in the sequence of activities.

RESEARCHMETHOD

Qualitative
researcher analyzed

employed in this research because
data of "Science is Fun" program of

was
the

KompasTY without counting orquanti$ring the data. In line with
the statement, qualitative data can be used to analyze the data
consisting of written records of observed behaviors that are
malyzed qualitatively (Bordens and abbots; 2002).

The objects of the sfudy were 5 episodes of "science is
Ftm" program of Kompas TV performed from 2.30 to 3.00 p.m.
mMondaytoFriday, May27" -31"20l3.There are five episodes
of*Science is Fun" program of Kompas TV and the data consists
oftitle and the date. They are: 1) Play with fruit (May 27,2013),
2) Secret Messagd (May 28, 2013),3) Secret Message part 2
(May 29, 2013),4) Explosion Pop Up (May 30, 2013), 5)
Frplosion Pop Up part 2 (May 3T, 2013). The research
imtruments used to collect the data ofthis study were observation
mddocument.
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role play, reading (dialogues, brief paragraph, stories, rhymes or
song), nursery rhymes, gouin series, craft, and discovery
learning. In this study, the researcher only focused on the
discovery learning activities from "science is Fun" program of
KompasTY to teachEnglish foryoung learners.

The researcher found ten discovery leaming activities
from "Science is Fun" program of Kompas TV. Those discovery
learning activities were float or sink, secret message 1, secret
message 2, secret message 3, prediction 1 , prediction 2, explosion
of liquid nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen balloons, giant pasta and
ball explosion. Then, the researcher adopted those discovery
learning activities to teach English to young learners. Basically,
all of discovery learning can be used as discovery learning
activities to teach English to young learners. But, the researcher
only adopted four of discovery learning activities from "science
is Fun" program of Kompas TV. Those were secret message 1,
secret mess age 2,secret message 3 and prediction 1 .

CONCLUSION

The research findings showed that there were ten
discovery learning activities of "science is Fun" program of
Kompas TV. The title were (1) Float or Sink, (2) Secret Message
l, (3) Secret Message 2, (4) Secret Message 3, (5) Prediction 1,
(6) Prediction2, (7) Explosion of LiquidNitrogen, (8) Hydrogen
and Oxygen Balloons, (9) Giant Pasta and (10) Ball Explosion.
Some of the reasons why the discovery learning activities of
"Science is Fun" program of Kompas TV can be adopted for
discovery learning activities to teach English to Young Learners
are:



1.

2.

J.

4.

5.
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The discovery learning activities of "science is Fun" are very
appropriate for children.
"Science is Fun" program provided simple discovery
learning activities which are appropriate to the children's
characteristics.
The discovery leaming activities are usually companied by
real obj ect that can help students to learn English.
Teacher may not only create discovery learning activities but
also can develop games orroleplaying.
The discovery learning activities displayed real object that
are familiar for children.

Based on those reasons, the discovery learning activities
of "Science is Fun" program of Kompas TV can be used to teach
English forYoung Learner as a supplement material. The teacher
can develop several discovery learning activities from this
program. In this study, the writer adopts four discovery learning
activities fr om "S cience is Fun" pro gram of Ko mp a s Ty.
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AN ANALYSIS ON DISTRACTERS OF MULTIPLE
CIIOICES ON STT]DENT WORI(SHEET USED BY

SMPN 2 SUMBERREJO, BOJONEGORO
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Abstract: Multiple choices were one of types of tests that were often
used by teachers to be given to students. Multiple choices were also
contained in student worlcsheet so that teachers could deliver the tests
to students easily. This study intended to find out how distracters of
multiple choices on student worksheet used by sMpN 2 sumberrejo
Bojonegoro.

This study used descriptive method thatfocused on document
analysis. The object of this study was student worlcsheet that was used
by VIII grade in first semester 1MPN 2 sumberrejo Bojonegoro with
title caltrawala, cakap Kreatif dan Berkualitas. Instrument that was
us ed in this s tudy w as do cum ent.

The research findings showed that total numbers of mistakes
were 3 items of 120 total items from competence test unit I , 2, 3, 4 mid
semester test andfinal semester test. There was I mistake of distracter
that should be added to be, I mistake that used inappropriate article
and 1 mistake that should be added addition -s/-es.
Keywords : distracters, muhiple choic e, student worksheet
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INTRODUCTION

Literally, test is a word from ancient French, testum,
which has meaning plate to set a side precious metal. Generally,
test can be interpreted as a tool used to measure objects toward a
ret of specifi c content or material. Cronbach, in Thoha (l 97 0 :26),
$$ed, "Asystematic procedure for observing aperson's behavior
md de scribing it with the aid of a numerical scale or a category
system". In education, test can help teachers to measure students'
tnowledge indeed. Then, why do teachers need test? According
b Heaton, why teachers apply test in class is to increase their own
cffectiveness by making adjustment their teaching process, so
shrdents can get more benefit in teaching process (1988:6). The
frmction of test is not only to measure the students'knowledge,
ht also to measure the ability of teachers in teaching class. The
effectiveness of approaches, methods, techniques, etc., is needed
to be measured, too. It may have effect for the improvement of
sfirdents' knowledge. After having a test, teachers are able to
docide which part of the lesson that students are lack of
mderstanding. In addition, by having a test, teachers can find the
fifficulties faced by class during the teaching and learning
pnocess. After finding the test results, teachers may change the
uray they to get the better test results.

There are some kinds of tests used by teachers in order to
tnow the shrdent knowledge. It can be matching, completion,
multiple choices or sets item tests. One of the tests that are
farriliar to the students is multiple choioes. There is no long
rnswer for rnultiple choices. The only thing that students have to
do in answering multiple choices is choosing the best one
alternative answer from the available answers. In choosing the
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answer, it is enough fbr students by giving a sigu or a mark, such
as circle, cross, check mark, etc. on the correct answer.
Sometimes, students can answer directly in the test paper or in
different answer sheet.

For teachers, multiptre choices have a lot of advantages,
especially if they want to'know students ability objectively. One
ofthe advantages ofthis test is easy to create. Teachers do not
need long time for creating multiple choice test items. So, if
teachers do not have a lot oftime, multiple choices is the best test
items to be given to the students. Even though there is an ease in
creating multiple choices test items, teachers still have to
consider many aspects in making multiple choice test items.
Heaton (1988:30) states that multiple choices have to have the
stem, the correct option and the distracters. It means that teachers
still have to consider the rule how to create multiple choices
correctly.

Besides, most teachers take students score by giving some
tests which questions are taken fiom student worksheet. Student
worksheet contains many tests in different type include multiple
choices. While giving tests, if the tests are in multiple choices
form, teachers will give it immediately without analyzrng and
looking over the stem, the correct option and the distracters.
Because of it, there is a possibility that the stem, the correct option
and the distracters are far from rules. For example, there may be a
mistake in creating those parts of multiple choices that are
grammatically not correct. So, because ofthose kinds ofreasons,
the writer make a study title "An analysis on distracters of
multiple choices on student worksheet used by SMPN 2
Sumberrejo Bojonegoro". By conducting this study, the writer
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wants to know in term of its grairumar, how the distracters of
multiple choices on student worksheet used by SMPN 2
Sumberrejo Bojonegoro grammaticalty are.

TEST

In education, evaluation is always needed. Evaluation
refers to the act or process to determine the value of something
(Wandt and Gerald, in Sudijono 2011:1). It means that in order to
know the value or ability of something, evaluation is the best way
that must be taken. However, because evaluation is just a certain
process, it needs a certain tool to gain the value or ability of
something. Moreover, Kubis4m and Borich (2003), stated that
test is a tool that can contribute importantly to the process of
evaluating pupils, the curriculum and teaching methods.

There are so many types of tests. One of them is types of
tests based on the way how to score the students' answer. There
are two kinds of tests for this type, subjective and objective test
(Heaton,1988)

Subjective test is a test whose answer is in the form of free
expressions. It can be in sentence, paragraph, complete
description or essay forms (Djiwandono, 1996). This test is
usually used for writing subject in form of essay test. It is suitable
for this subject, because, students can say, write and express their
idea as good as possible. Constructing subjective test relatively
does not take long time, but, teachers need much more times to
score. It is because there are so many different ways of scoring to
all the students' answer (Heaton, 1 988).
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Objective test is intended to measure students' abilities
individually. By answering this kind of test, students are
demanded to think independently without help from anyone else.
Commonly, objective test is also called as short-answer test,
because the way to answerthis test is simple. It is only by giving a
certain sign or pairing on the right answer. Objective test has
some different types. According to Witherington, in Arifin
(2010:135), there are many varieties of the new test, but four
kinds are in the most cofllmon use, true-false, completion,
matching and multiple choice.

This kind of test usually consists of the statement which
students have to decide whether it True (T) and False (F).
Meanwhile, Green and Robert (20 I 0 : 1 89) said, "True-false items
provide a statement, also referred to as a proportion, and the
sfudents must determine whether the statement is correct or
incorrect." Heaton (1988:114) divided this test into two types:
Type 1. Commonly, the statement ofthis type consists of general
truth, so, for the teachers, this type is easier one to construct. Type
2, mostly, this type is used for advanced level because it takes
more understanding in choosing the right option. For example, if
it is in reading test, there is always a certain text consisting of a
certaitparagraph for students to read and comprehend.

Matching item is a kind of objective test that require
students to identi$r an item in one column with closely associated
item in a second column (Musial, 2009). Therefore,Arifin (2009).
asserted that matching items are collection of questions and
answers that both are collected at different column. This test is
appropriate for testing students' knowledge of terms and
definition, dates and important events, and other numerical
information.
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Multiple choices are form of test in which students are
&d to select the best possible answer among the available

ryims. It does not like true-false item tests whose option are
dy two. It has more than two options. Dj iwandono ( I 996) stated
fu test which provides more than two options is called as

mltiple choice item tests.

The rules for constructing multiple choice items are
nhtively complex, indeed. And it is time-consuming type oftest
fficaton, 1988:27). However, Heaton added that this test is an
mioir to score-test and the most widely used types of items in
r{ioctive tests. While Heaton stated so, Green and Robert
fiDl0:188), stated that multiple choice items take less time to
qlete and can be answered quickly, because the answers are
gmrided so that students just have to choose the best one.

Heaton (1988) divided the elements of multiple choice
home three main parts, stem, correct option and distracter.
Brnr is an incomplete statement or question from multiple choice
funs and it becomes the premise ofmultiple choice items (Green
d Robert, 2010). Heaton (1988) added that stem is also known
mfie initial part of each multiple choice items.

The function of distracter is to distract the majority of
1m students (those who do not know the answer) from the
o[cct answer (Heaton, 1988). Every multiple choices item tests
hrrc to have good distracters. Then, Heaton (1983) determined
ft rules in constructing distracters:

t) Each distracter should be reasonably attractive and
plausible. According to Cambridge Advance Learner's
Dictionary plausible means seeming likely to be true. It
means thatdistracter should be likely corre ct,btt, it is still
incorrect.
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2) Distracters should not be too difficult nor demand a
higherproficiency inthe language than the correct option.
If they are too difficult, they will not work out for good
students whowill actuallyknowthe correct option easily.

The current literature that likely has the same object is a
research titled, "An Assessment of Functioning and Non-
Functioning Distracters in Multiple-Choice Questions: A
Descriptive Analysis " , written by Marie Tarrant, James Ware and
Ahmed M Mohammed in 2009 from Hongkong, China. The
purpose of this study was to investigate non-functioning
distracters in teacher-developed tests in one nursing program in
an English-language university in Hong Kong.

The study above has the similarity to this study. Both
focus on the distracters of multiple choice items. However, in
previous study, the writers tested the multiple choice items to the
respondents to get the data, while in this study, the writer just
analyzethe distracters, especially for its grammatical criteria.

RESEARCH METIIOD

This study used qualitative method because it allowed the
writer to analyze datainverbal descriptions or words form. The
writerwantedto analyze distracters of multiple choice of student
worksheet used by SMPN 2 Sumberrejo Bojonegoro
grammatically. The object of this study was student worksheet
used by SMPN 2 Sumbenejo Bojonegoro with titLe Cakrawala,
Caknp Kreatif dan Berkualitas. This student worksheet was for
EnglishsubjectusedbyMllgradeinfirstsemester. T h i s
student worksheet consisted of 4 units which each unit had one
competence test. In this student worksheet tests that were in
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multiple choice form are in competence tests, mid and finar test.Each competence test consistr otzo items, while mid semestermd semester test each of the- .orrrirt* of 30 items; iotuilt.,,,

FTNDINGS

The research findings showed the result of data analysisftom 4 units of competenceiest, mii semester and final semesterrst, but not all units contained mistak, i, Gffi oi*[u.,.r,grammatically. After .analyzrng, the writer found that therfofikes in writing dislaciers ftammati"atty werelu.t i, tfr"ampetence test unit 2 and mid sernester test.

-_ Inthe gompetencetestunit 2,therewere2itemnumbers,
rhrn numler 4 and20, which contained grammaticar mistake ontcir distracters as the followirgirUi"i;fow. In it._ o,r_UL, +,&mistake was in the option o."rrr" 

"Lru 
must be added addition-e In item number 20, the mistake was the article. The wordbrifi e d should use article a insJe ;d;i;".
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Table 1. List of Distracters in Competence Test Unit 2

Itm
Nunbc Ihms Ofiions Itslndd be

4.
Whyb Aldi hoking
for [isa?

,{. Thy wafi to make a study
groutr

B. She invited Aldi tt come
on herbirftday.
(Correct Qplion)

C. To know hcrhouse

D. Aldiruan, tr rctrm fisa's
gksses

D.Aldirrarrf b
ntrrn fisa's

qlasses

20.

Iaila : Didboth
ofyou enjoy
yourselves at fte
partf
Jaa :Yeswe
did.We rcalty had...

A. A saddenirg lime

B. ,{ n honifiedtime
B. lhori{id

lime

C A won&rfultinre
(Correct Oplion)

D. An awfultime

Furthermore, the writer also found one mistake in the Mid
Semester Test in item number 5. The wordhooded inthe option B
functions as an adjective, so there must ato be between She anLd

ho o ded. The approp iate to b e w as is.
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List of Distracters in Mid Semester Test

Total numbers of mistakes based on the research finding
mre 3 items of 1 20 total items from competence test un it T, 2, 3, 4
r*l seinester test and final semester test. The comparison
hreen the total mistakes with the total items was quite far,
3|120 or 1140. Even so, there should be an improvement in
omstructing elements ofmultiple choices, starting fromthe stem,
&ccorrect option to the distracter.

Distracter is one of important element of multiple
&ioes, so it has to be considered if teachers want to take and use
i. Distracter has criteria in its creating. According to Heaton
([989:32), each distracter should be grammatically correct on its
el and only becomes incorrect when inserted into the stem.

- The grammatical mistakes on distracters of multiple
thoices used by SMPN 2 Sumberrejo Bojonegoro were different.
Ihcre was 1 mistake of distracter that should be added to be, I
Distake that used inappropriate article and I mistake that should
be added ad dition *s / - e s.

In table I Competence Unit 2, there were 2 item numbers
msisting grammatically mistake on distracters.

X&ich ofthe statement
blilCT TRUE about
Mrs Ikawati?

D. Shehas a bigsirebody.

She &esses neatlv
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a. Item number4optionD
Actually, there were two possibilities to correct this
distracter. The word w ant cotldbe added eith er -ed or -s/-es ,

but before selecting the correct option, looking back the
questions was advised. It was to make sure what tenses was
used of the questions. The question of this item number was
in Present Progressive Tense, so option Aldi want to return
Lisa's glasses was grammatically incorrect. Thewordwant
was a one of verbs that could not be used or changed into
progressive tense form, called stative verbs. The other stative
verbs are understood, lcnow, hate, love, remembeti etc. It
means the word rryant stlllin its form. Considering the option
was in Present form, so want should be added -s becomes
wants; Aldi wants to return Lisa's glasses .It was causedwant
was preceded byAldi as third person singular subject.

b. Itemnumber20optionB
Horrified was a noun. It means that in the beginning of
sentence, it had to use an article. The word horrified was
different from hour in term of pronunciation. Hour was
pronounce d I aorl . Because this word had vowel initial sound,
so this word had to be added article an; an hour Theword
honifiedwas pronounced /'horufad/. Its initial sound was

consonant, so the appropriate article for this wordwas a; a
horuified.

From table 2 Mid Semester Test had 1 mistake as well,
item number 5 options B, She hooded. This sentence was
grammatically incorrect. Actually, hooded was an adjective.
Nouns and adjectives had to be prefixed by to be if there was a

subject in front of them. For example I am a student or you are
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clever There should be to be between she and hooded. By
inserting is, she is hooded, this sentence would grammatically
correct.

There were so many reasons why there were mistakes in
creating distracters ofmultiple choices on student worksheet, for
example:

a. The author of student worksheet forgot the grammar.
Student worksheet that was analyzed was created by
Indonesian people whose first language was Indonesian
language. In English, there were to be and, articles which
in Indonesian there were not. It means that, the author
mightbe forgettouse tobe and articles in English.

b. The author was not good enough in mastering grafllmar.
If the author did not master grammar wel1, it means that he
or she could make mistakes in creating multiple choice
items, especially in creating distracters.

Although it was out from the problem that had to be
concerned in this study, the writer also found that there was a
mistake in stem writing. As the initial part of multiple choice
items, of course it had its own rules in its constructing. As Heaton
( I 989 :30) stated that the stem should usually contain those words
or phrases which would otherwise have to be repeated in each
option. There are 4 mistakes as the following tables.
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Table 5. Mid SemesterTest

Table 3. Coinpetenc e Unit 2

Ibm
Nurnbs

lem It should be

t5. ll'herc is ln from?
A. He is fron &gland.
B. He is from Bnope.
C. He is from America"
D. He is from Chnada.

Whce is he fiom? He is from ...
A. England
B, Europe
C. America
D, Canada

18.

Whyir he lovable?
A, Because h is hn&ome.
B. Because he is friendy.
C. Because of his mh.
l). Because he has wavyhair.

\Yhy is he lovatle?
Because...
A. He b hardsome
B. He h friendly
C. Of bis role
D. He has rvarv hair

Table 4. Competence Unit 4

Item
Numhr Itern It should be

19. \Vhy wa s thc writer afnai d?

A. Because it can't' be cured.
B. Because the nritr was weak.
C, Because malirria can carse deafi.
D. Bccause lhe writq'was calm.

Why was ftc writer afraid?
Because.,,
A. itcan't' be cucd.
B. the writerwas weak.
C. malaria cancausc death.

D. tlc writerrvas shn

Ihm
Nrmher Item It should be

12. \\'int rvill a rtino do if there is another
animal comirg?
A. ltrvillattrck,
B. ltwilldrivelhe cornr.
C. Itrvillkeepqutut,
D. It willchasc.

What will a flim do if therc is
amths arimal coming?
It $ill ...

A. Atack
B. Drive ffre corrrcr
C. Kcq quict
D.' Chase
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Good item writing will help students to understand the
item easily, so that students can solve the item easily as well. By
following the rules how to create a certain item, the possibility of
error inwriting ofitem canbe avoided.

CONCLUSION

Based on the research finding of this study, the writer
concluded that student worksheet used by SMP Negeri 2
Sumberrejo Bojonegoro contained grammatical mistakes on
distracters of multiple choices. There were 3 mistakes on 3 item
numbers. In competence test wit2, there are 2 item numbers;
item number 4, one of the distracters needed to be added addition
-s,' item numb er 20 thatused inappropriate article. The last was in
Mid Semester Test in item number 5 that one of distracters should
be added to be zs.
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THE INTERNALASPECTS OF CHANGE ON
LANGUAGE USED BY DIGITAL NATTVE IN

FACEBOOK STATUS UPDATE
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Abstract: This study explores how languages are used in Facebook and
how its popularity of digital media online has the potential on affecting
the languages of choice in a communication to change. In addition, it
addresses how digital native in Facebook perceive language change

fro m a s o c io lin gui s ti c vi ewp o int.
This study used qualitative research method, which described

the situation of language change in digital native status update as the

phenomena, which currently appeared. The obiects of this study were 5

ffive) digital natives. The instrument used to collect the data is

o b s erv ation and do cumentation.
The result showed that generally 181 languages are

categorized as language change because it has changed from the

original language. In specific context or in internal aspects of change,

the researcherfound 19 lexical changes, 52 punctuation changes, 177

changes in grammati 4 changes in meaning and initialism and l0
c h an ge s in pronunci ati ons.

Key words: Langauge change, Social Mediu, Digital Native,
Fucebook
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INTRODUCTION

Today's students are definitely different from the students

in the past; students now have grown up in a digital era. Almost
their whole time were surrounded by digital devises. Prensky
(2001) stated students now have spent their entire lives
surrounded by and using new technology such as Computers,
Videogames, Digital Music Players, Video Cams, Cell Phones,

Internet and all the other toys of the digital age. They enjoy and

develop with technolo gy and gadgets interact onfacebook all day,
many of them tweeting, and all of them are online in some

capacities like YouTube, Game Online, TV shows, Movies
Online, Facebook, or just surfing in internet. It shows us how
students now have become almost unbearable with technology.
On his study Lenhart (2007), has found that 640/o of online teens

ages 12-17 have participated in one or more among a wide range

of content-creating activities on the intemet, up from 57%o of
online teens in a similar survey atthe endof2004.

Facebookis one of the new popular social media that is
used by digital native to communicate at this present, Facebook
allows people to interact and share life events. Wilkie (2012) has

stated that Facebook allowedpeople to share ideas and thoughts,
but allow people to think, learn, and socialize differently than
through a textbook or in person. According to Anne (2012:2),
Facebook is a social networking site used by more than 800

million active users in every country on the planet, so far in 70
languages. Facebook services come with all of the types of
interesting features that were very complete. Al1of things could
be on Facebook beginning from making a status updates, links,
blogging, and many other interesting things. Facebook also
provides with the invitation features, group, quizetc.
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Based on the reasons above, it is important for the
researcher to investigate what are langtsage changes used in
Facebook stafus update and analyzing the intemal aspects of
change used by digital native inthe-FacZboot status updaie. From
the explanation in the background of the study above, the
reseacher-arranges the statement of the problems as follows: 1)

J$rt are languages changss found in facebook status update? 2)
What are the internal aspects of change on language used by
digital nativ e in F acebook status update?

According to Riley (2011), there are three kinds of
popular social networks, those are: facebook, twitter and
Linkedln. Facebook is a global social networking website that
boasts 350 millionregistereduserc. Facebookusers add friends to
their Facebook network to whom they send messages, profile
updates, pictures, and the like. Additionally, or.., .u, 3oi,
networks organizedby city,workplace, school, and region. With
340 million unique visitors each month, Facebook ranks as the
fourth-most-popular website in the world, behind only Google
(844 million unique visitors), Microsoft (691 million), and
Yahoo ! (5 8 1 millio n). F ac eb o o k eclipsed.MySpace in April 200 g 

;
MySpace has stagnated at 100,000 unique visitors and has
endured 30% layoffs and management upheaval throughout
muchof2009.

Launched in2A06,Twitter is a micro blogging and social
networking service that allows users to "follow" each other.
Users also send and receive "tweets,,, which are text messages up
to 140 characters. Twitter boasts over 140 million active users
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who geneiate over 340 million tweets each day. TWitter is
notoriouslyprotective of its user information andusage numbers,

so an exact number is difficult to come by membership estimates

range from as few as 5 million users to more than 80 million. It
should be noted, however, that more than one-fifth(21%) of the

user accounts are inactive (users who simply are not posting

anything). As expected, most Twitter activity is concentrated on

celebrities evident in the top 1 0.

Launched in May 2003, Linkedln focuses on professional

social networking social networking related to professional

development and has more than 150 million registered users. As

of March 31,2012, Linkedln gains two new users every second.

Linkedln is also the only social networking service that has more

male users than female users. Linkedln is an interconnected

network of experienced professionals from around the world,
representing 170 industries and200 countries. You can find, be

introduced to, and collaborate with qualified professionals whom
you need to work with to accomplish your goals. According to

Linkedln, there are more than 50 million Linkedln members

across 200 countries and territories worldwide. A new member
joins Linkedln every second, and about half of its members live
outside the U.S. Executives from each fortune 500 company are

represented in Linkedln.

DIGITALNATTVE

Digital media surround them; they use online services
like YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook on various digital
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technologies, such as smart phones or a tablet device. prensky
continued that digital natives were distinct from previous
generations, who he has described as digital immigrants, and they
had developed new attitudes, aptitudes, and approiches to
learning. He argued that there had been a sharp generational step
and that the emergence of digital natives led to significant
changes. Prensky identified the entire generation with the change
and suggested that the new generation thought differently and a
process of technological change had caused this generational
change. In his second article, Prensky (200 1) also claimed that the
brains of digital natives were physically different to those of
previous generations because of the direct effects of digital
technologies.

One of the criteria of digital native is the children those
who wls born in digi tal era,theyire surrounded and familiar with
tools of digital media in his environment. Their fast response to
digital technology has been the nature of digital nativei, which
differentiate them from the previous generation. Prensky (2001)
explained in his article " Digital Native, Digital Immigrant part
Il'The numbers are overwhelming: over 10,000 hours playing
videogames, over 200,000 emails and instant messages sent and
received; over 10,000 hours talking on digital cell phones; over
20,000 hours watching TV (a high percentage fast speed MTV),
over 500,000 commercials seen-all before the kids leave
college. In addition, maybe, at the very most, 5,000 hours of book
reading. These are today's digital native students.
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LAIIGUAGECHANGE

Language change is change on language related to the
change on word, pronunciation, grammatical, meaning, and
spelling. Change on language usually because of some factors
influencing. One ofthe factors is technology. According to Beard
(2004:89) language changes because of all the social, political
and technological issues that affect the way language is used to
communicate. David Crystal (2001) describes; to change an
important element in any situation is to motivate a change in
language people use there. It means that technology
developments are also taking apart on influencing language to
change. Prensky (2012) stated, today's students (digital native)
have not just changed incrementally from those of the past, nor
simply changed their slang (language). Trask (1999), explained,
one of the fundamental fact about living language is that they
always changing. New words, new pronunciations, new
grammatical and structure, and new meanings for existing words
are always coming into existence, while older ones are always
droppingoutofuse.

In looking at such internal areas, though, it is important to
stress again that language change always has a context and that
language changes because of social, political and technological
issues, which affect the way language is used to communicate..
According to Beard (2004), there are six internal aspects of
change in language as Lexical Change, Spelling, punctuation,
Grammar, Meaning and Etymology and Pronunciation.
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R.ESEARCIIMETHOD

This study used qualitative method because it studied
about situation that is language change, which was presented by
intemal aspects of change on language used by digital native on
Facebook status update. According to Fraenkel (2009:422),
qualitative design is a study that investigates the quality of
relationships, activities, situations, or materials are frequently.
Research subject is the individual who participate inthe study, in
qualitative research is categorized as the participant observation.
It is from them that data were collected. According to Best and
Khan (2006:259),participant observation is the observation of a
setting by a researcher who becomes a participant in the social
situation berng observed. The subjects in this research were five
digital natives. This study used observation in collecting the data.

FINDINGS

The findings of language change in Faceboofr status
update from the objects during August were 181 languages

changes among others are Q,,u (Al*), MaU (mau), shoppiingg
(shopping), AmpEsss (apes), sdh (sudah), MOga (semoga), cpt
(cepat), sna (sana), Makacieee (terimakasih), Kejutanx
(kejutannya), tanteez (tante), touch (itu), Indahx (indahnya),
Malam" (malam-malam), Bwt (buat), Pleclng (pelecing), ma
(s ama/dengan), fr ! end (friend), uga (j uga), bwtanQ (buat anku),
Y (tapi), Pdes.na (pedasnya), mlnta (minta), aDa (ada), aPpa
(apa), saMa (sama), nPa (kenapa), cieh (sih), TuNda" (tunda-
tunda), tRuz (terus), meMboseNkan (membosankan),
KeBohongan (kebohongan), pAstie (pasti). See appendix 1.
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According to Beard (2004: 89), there are six internal
aspects ofchange on language; lexieal change, spelling change,
punctuation change, gmmmar change, meaning and etymology
change, and pronunciation change.

From the finding of status update of digital native in
Facebook onAugust 20l3,researcher found 19 changes on word
level/lexical level and it is the same number with spelling change.
On lexical, There were several processes which language could
change those were from borrowing, back-formation, clipping,
compounding, blending, and acronyms and initialism.

Borrowing is the process when languages borrow/adopt
elements of linguistics from another language. It is usually called
as loan word. On borrowing process, researcher found six words,
which adopted from English and Arabic; shopiingg (shopping),
gooood (Sod), merit (manied), and frlend (Friend) were
borrowed from English language and allaaaaaaaaah (Allah)
and awllo h (All ah) were borrowed from Arabic.

Back-formation involves losing rather than'adding an
element to a word. Researcher did not find any words which
underwent back-formation process.

Clipping is a form of abbreviation of long words or
phrases which also may become lexicalized. Researcher found 1 1

abbreviations on Facebook status update of digital native, for
instance 'ma'presented'sama' in Indonesian. The finding were:,
ma (sama), na (nya), npa (cnapa), bwt (buat), uga (juga), bntar
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(sebentar), ndk (tidak), mo (mau), tw (tau), pha (apa), lok (kalau),
nak (anak), lcnp (kenapa), mw (m.au), L", Z'(beraui, rank
(?:ond, jdi (iadi), sdh(sudah), cpt(cepat), sna(si;ana), ond "*,(Cuma).

Compounding add two words together as in,body_blow,
and Jet set'. This research researcher did not found uri wo.d,
withblendingprocess.

Blending adds elements of two words together. In this
research researcher did not find any words with blending process.

Acronyms and initialism are even more extreme forms of
abbreviation. Acronyms are 'words'made out of the iniiiuii"tt.r.
of a phrase. For example Unmuh (Universitas Muhammadiyah)
in his research researcher found two kinds of acronyms and
initialism, those are B W @y theway) and OTW (Onth.;;

Puncfuation invorves a set of marks which orders texts
and clarifies meanings. on his analysis of digitar native status
trydate researcher found 52 punctuaiions which mostly showed
the change on the usage like punctuation inteq'ection mark r,!,
which was used as 'i' on 'Fr!end'. The findin!. u.., malam,,
(malam-malam),pleclng (pelecing), frlend (Fifend), pdes.na
@edesnya), mlnta (minta),ld! (1ait), aktlf (aktifl, ,gltu (segttu),
yyh,na (marahnya), d! (di), Akffin (aktfinl, shirt isniorq,
N_grt! (mengerti), Dklt (sedikit), Hour!'; (sehari_hari), Kondlsle
(kondisiku), Sak!t (sakit), dr!e (diriku), fn{tn ftngin),brakh! !! !! lrr (berakhtr), lclk (Licik); nylo,,t @lolot_ryitorS,
Slahln (salahin), ujung".na (ujung-ujungnya), kcli (kecil)', ego!s
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(egois), blang.na (bilangnya), sneng.na (senengnya), Ablz
(abis),kondls! (kondisi), Cpek.na (capelcnya), llat (ihat), rap!
(ropr), m'fln (maafin), m'prtmukan (mempertemukan), s'orang
(seorang), m' bwt (membuat), pnya.na (punyanya), mo.na
(maunya), ng.gosipp (ngegosip), perTemukan_ku
(pertemukanku), akhir_nya (akhirnya), bersama_ku
(Bersamaku), meninggallkan_mu (meninggalkanmu),
di_teMani (ditemani), dya_lah (dialah), bo'ong (bohong),
Ya' ampuuuuuuuN (y a ampun), Kaw atirx (khaw atirny a), Tmen.x
(t emeny a), Ky a' (kay ak), P on a' an (kep on akan) .

In grammar change, researcher found 177 unstructured
words dominated by lexical change, 73 unstructured words which
were marked by unstructured capital latter,like; Q1,,u (Alar), MaU
(Mau), ampEsss (apes), MOga (semoga), Makacieee
(terimakasih), Bwt (buat), bwtanQ @uatanlat), V (tapi), Pdes.na
(pedesnya), aDa (ada), aPpa (apa), saMa (sama), nPa (kenapa),

cieh (sih), TuNda" (tanda-tanda), tRuz (terus), meMboseNkan
(membosankan), KeBohongan (kebohongan), pAstie (pasti),
aKan (akan), terUgKap (terungkap), KwNA (kemana),
CiECHhhh (sih). Jd! (jadi), AW!fin (aktiJkan), Ngrt! (ngeri), Dklt
(s edikit), Hour ! " (hari-j ari), Kond ! s ! Q ftondis iku), Sak ! t (s akit),
Dha (ada), drlQ @iriku), Pngln (ingin), Lok (calau), PLca
(pulsa), mZ (sms), Owch (oh), Tmen.x (temannya), mW (mau),

Kya' (kayak), Pona'an (keponakan), qT ftita), Ber 2 (berdua),-
Aqu (alat), Khan (akan), Cius (serius).

On the next level, researcher found 53 unstructured
punctuations malam" (malam-malam),pleclng (pelecing),
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fr{d}d ffriend), Pdes.na (pedesnya), mlnta (minta), TuNda

fuda) Jd! (jadi), aHf (aktifl, sgltu (segitu), mrah.na

fuahnya), d! (di), Akt!fin (aWifin), shar! (sehari), Ngrt!
fugertil, Dklt (sedikit), Hour!" (hori-hari), Kond!s!Q
(kondisiku), Sak!t (sakit), dr!Q (diriku), Png!n
fuingin),brakh! !! !! lrr fterakhir), lclk (icik), nylo"t (nyolot-
qrclot), Slahln (salahin), ujung".na (Ujung-ujungnya), kcll
(Lecil), ego!s(egois), blang.na (bilangnya), sneng.na
furengny q), Ab ! z (h ab i s ), kon d ! s ! (kon di s i), Cp ek. na (c ap elcny a),
llat(liat), rap!(rapi), m'f!n (maafin), m'prtmukan
(twmpertemukan), s' orang(s eorang), m'bwt (membuat).

Fifty one words found marked by over additional morphemes
ree4 such as; shopiingg (shopping), ampEsss (apes/sial),
il{akacieee (terimakasih), tanteez (tante), aPpa (opo),
CiECHhhh (sih), brakh!!!!!lrr (berakhir), smuaaaaaaaa
(semua), tuhaaaaaan (tuhan), allaaaaaaaaah (allah), ooohh
(oh), gooood (god), Sabaaaaaarr (sabar), klahh (kalah),
ng.gosipp (ngegosip), tiduwr (tidur), sblump (sebelum),
cemangatt (semangat), hasuiiiiik (asik), mudiiikkk (mudik), ogee
(Ok), akher (ahir), bwdt (buat), kaiiak (kayak), aklar (aku), diya
(dia), lLakukan (lakukan), adda(ada),
allas an (al s an),mullupakan (m elup akan), mullup akan (m elup ak
an),me ni n g gal Lkn n _u ( m e n ingg a I ka nmu), s u I L i td ( s u I i t), I L i a t d
(liat), SakiiitD (sakit), sampahH (sompah), kallu (kalau), esms
(sms), wallopun (walaupun), TuhanD (tuhan), harusz (harus),
takutdkan (takutkan), harusz. (harus),lLaend(lain),
beratd (ber at), hadirkuw (hadirku), cob aq q (c ob a), egoiskuw
(egoisku), C emunguuuuuuuddddd(s emangat), hasyyeek(asik),
Ya' ampuuuuuuuN (y a ampun), Ow ch (o h).
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There were also pronunciation changes. It happened

because there was a change on lexical and spelling level showing
the change, if a word lexically change, the pronunciation of the
word is also likely to change. The same case happens in spelling,
if spelling changes, it will reflect on pronunciation too. Fromkin
(2003:563) explained spelling reforms saw the need for
consistent spelling that correctly reflected the pronunciation of
word. there is a little gap that differentiate when we come to
Indonesian language which out of theoretical that said if lexical
or spelling get change, the pronounce will change too, for some

area researcher found, although lexical or spelling get change the
pronounce are not change. The word'QYU'which has original
word'AKU' does not change on pronunciation. Mostly digital
native still pronunciation it'AKU' from his research, researcher

found l0 (tenth) pronunciations; cius (serius), miapah (demi
apa), cemunguddd (semangat), na (nya), bo'ong (bohong), mZ
(sms), pona'an (keponakan),qt (kita),mz (sms),Q @ku).

CONCLUSION

It can be concluded that facebook has also taken parts on
language to change. It was proved by the findings of 1 8 I language
changes, which were used in Facebook stafus update. Facebook
has been categoized as one ofnew technologies that provided
new way of communication, which effected the development of
language called language change on linguistics which has been
analyzedby analyzing the intemal aspect of change in language.
From these findings of language change, the researcher also
concluded that these kinds of language were new and informal.
Teenagers thatwere calledby Prensky as digital native frequently
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used this new language in their status update onfaceboofr. Since
ttese changes were produced as new language, it was
characterized as informal language, and different from the
mdard of formal language. It could confuse people those who
raw this, especially for older people who did not really
mderstand about this kinds of language. The study about
hguage change was neededto makethe olderpeople understand
Sout language they used to avoid misinterpretation of daily
mmunication and it will be a good additional information for
linguistics terms especially in context of language change.
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Abstract: Language is the most important aspect in the life of all beings

because it enables people to communicate. It helps to connect people in

dffirent ways. The development of language is influenced by the

society who creates many kinds of language variation, including
dialect, style, colloquial,j argon, slang, register, etc.

This study used a descriptive qualitative research design to
describe and interpret the registers used by CIBBM. The subjects of the

study were thefive informants of CIBBM. To collect the data, the writer
us ed document, s emi- s tructure interttia,v, and ob s ervation.

The result showed the total numbers of registers used by

CIBBM were 49. The registers found from the first coach were 38

registers; from the second coach were 28 registers. However, 23

registers were the same os the first coach. The registers found from
members were 33 registers. Then, the registers found from the

handbook ofbasketballfor license B coach were 19 registers, but l3
registers ofthemwere the same as thefirst coach. Those registers could

be grouped intoformal registers.

Key words : language, Register, CIBB M
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INTRODUCTION

Language is the most important aspect in the life of all
beings because it enables us to communicate. It helps to connect
people in diflerent ways. According to Fromkin et al (2003: 3)
language is the source of human life and power to live in a world
because we always use language when we do interaction with
whomever. It means that language can express ideas, feeling, and
emotion of human beings to get some responses from others.
People cannot live without interaction and communication with
other people. People use a language to communicate with their
society. It is proved by Wardhaugh (2006: 1) that a language is
whatthe members of aparticular society speak. However, speech
inalrnost any society cantake manyvery differentforms.

There are some sfudies related with the existence of
register. Sari (2005) had conducted the study about register used
by employees of the shoes company of Artisan Jaya Internusa
Makmur M alang. The result of her research showed that there are
two kinds of English registers: formal register and informal
register. There were 142 formahegisters and 4 informal registers.
Her study found that there were two reasons why the employees
ofthe Shoe Company ofArtisanJayalnternusa Makmur Malang
used registers. First, the English registers made the
communication run easier and simpler. Second, the employees
were accustomed to using English registers as their medium of
communication in the shoe company. Then, Arfian Putri
Anggraini (2011) also studied the register used by FOCUS in
University of Muhammadiyah Malang. In her studyArfian found
that there are two reasons that make the community of FOCUS
organization use register. First, it has :simple terms in
photography. Second, it can make the communication easier.
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Certain group of people uses register in their daily life
because it is related to a sector and profession groups. There are
many professions used registers in their activities, such as airline
pilots, bank managers, computer programmers, drivers of public
transportation, photographers, musician, fishermen, etc. A11 of
people who have different occupation also have specific language
or terms in their own corlmunity. For example, photographers
have a specific term that differs from specific term used by pilots.
If register is used in public area, which has many kinds of
community, it will cause misunderstanding except certain term
that have been known by the public. Generally, people have the
specific reasons that make them used the registers. The register
used by each group of people come from many various
professions is make their communication become practical,
efficient, and understandable. It can be easy to be understood by
their own community because they have the same knowledge,
experience, and importance. CIBBM uses register to shorten their
interlocution and give information more easily with others.

One of the groups of people used register is CIBBM
(Civitas Basketball of Muhammadiyah). It is chosen as research
subject because it is like many other professions frequently uses
registers in their communication especially in activities that are
related with the sports. This community is very popular among
students. So, many of them are enthusiastic to join it. Moreover,
CIBBM often conducts competitions either in campus or other
places. Certainly, it makes them use register more regularly than
used others groups. Basically, the languages used by "CIBBM"
members are Javanese and Indonesia language or sometimes the
combination between those languages. However, the registers
usually used by CIBBM are in English. Not do many people know
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about the registers in CIBBM. The registers that are used by
CIBBM will cause misunderstanding to otherpeople who do not
belong to CIBBM. According to those phenomena, it is
considered that CIBBM is worth to b e analyzed.

The writer formulates three problems to be investigated:
1) what are registers used by CIBBM? And 2) what are the
meanings of the registers used by CIBBM? 3) What are the
reasons of "CIBBM" members in using the registers?

The people as social beings are never separated from
other. They do communication each other by using language as
the medium in our relation with others. As a tool of
communication, language also has an important role in our
society. Without language, people cannot interact and
communicate each other.

Wardhaugh (2006: 10) stated there are several aspect
relationships between language and society; one is that social
strucfure may either influence or determine linguistic structure
and/or behavior. The goal of relationships between language and
society is better understanding of the structure of language and
how languages function in communication. Mesthrie (2009:36)
says that speech community is comprises people who are in
habitual contaet with each other by speaking which involves
either a shared language variety or shared ways.of interpreting the
different language varieties commonly used in th e area.

According to Wardhaugh (2006), speech community is
some kind of social group whose speech characteristics are of
interest and can be described in a coherent malrner. While
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according to Trask (1999:268), speech community is a group of
people who regularly interact by speaking. A speech community
may be large and small, and it may be highly homogeneous or
decidedly heterogeneous. From various definitions above, the
researcher concludes that speech community is a group ofpeople
who live in a specific areaand use a variation of language in their
speaking. A speech corrununity may be large or small.

R.EGISTER

Register is another complicating factor in any study of
language varieties. Registers are sets of language items
associated with discrete occupational or social groups.
(Wardhaugh,2006:52). Besides, Spolsky (1998: 34) stated thata
register is a variety of language most likely to be used in a specific
situation and with particular rules and statuses involved. Example
might be a toast at a wedding, sport broadcast, or talking to a baby.

According to Yule (2010) register is a conventional way
of using tranguage that is appropriate in a specific context, which
may be identified as situational. (e.g. in church), occupational
(e.g. among lawyers) or topical (e.g. talking about language).
Registers can be called as the language variation that is
concerning with the uses or functions, such as what gets talked
about and in what terms. On other hand Holiday in Copland
(2007) said that registers are language structured in relation to
'what use is being made of language'. Finally, registers can be
called as ways of speaking that are defined principally by who
speakers are addressing, For example, the register used by
doctors such as "AN[IRIC" that means a person not producing
urine,"AKA" me ans above the lmee amputation.
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According to Hunt (2013) there are 5 types of rogister:
formal register, informal register, over-formal register,
motherese and reporting register.

People participating in recurrent communication
sinration tend to develop similarvocabularies, similar feafures of
intonation, and characteristic bits of syntax and phonology that
they use in these situations. Register is special term for recurrent
object and events, and formulaic sequences or "routines," seem to
facilitate speedy communication. (Ferguson in Wardhaug, 2006:
52). In other word, community of people in certain profession or
occupation use register to make their communication easier.

According to Holmes (1992),the register is firstly used by
the community of people in every different profession. This
registers is available because of effort of them for making their
interaction or communication become practical, efficient and
understandable in their own community. Based on the statement
above, the researcher concludes that the community of people in
each certain profession use register to make their interaction or
communication become practical, effrcient, and understands in
theircommunity.

RESEARCHMETHOD

This study used descriptive qualitative research, because
it described the phenomena of the register and to interpret the
registerusedbyCIBBM. In this study the research
informants were two license B coaches of "CIBBM" as main
informants and three members of CIBBM as supporting
informants. The researcher chose two coaches because they got
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license B to train basketball club in university level that qualified
to represent the other members in CIBBM. Furthermore, the three
members had knowledge and experience about basketball and
had beenjoin in the CIBBM more than 3 years that supported data
from the main informants. The informants were considered able
to give valid infonnation about registers that related to basketball.
The instruments of this research were document, interview, and
observation.

FINDINGS

There were 49 registers found in this study. All of them
were found out from the document, observation and interview.
The meanings of register were formulated based on the
informant's explanation in the interview and handbook of
basketball. In order to get the valid data in the data analysis, the
writer also checked the meaning by asking the registers to other
informants.

Based on the result of data analysis, the registers and the

No Registers Meaning of Registers

1 Assist Apass to ateammate that leads
directlv to a soal.

2. Baseline The line behind each basket.

3. Behind the back
dribble

A &ibble behindthe body from
one hand to another

4. Bench Player A player uiho comes in-to the
game to replace a player on the
court

5. Between the leg
dribble

A &ibble throug[r the legs from
one to another
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6 Block To stop the molement of an
opponent, or stop an
oDDonent's nass orshot

7 Bounce Pass A pass drat bounces of the floor
beforc it reaches flre rcceiver

8 Catching Receiving a pass

9 Center Often the tallest player on the
&am. Normally plays close to
the basket and is responsible
for pettins rebounds.

10 Chest pass A two-handed pass throurr
from the chst

11 Corner Court comer

t2 Crossover
Ddbble

A dribble fiom orre lnnd to the
otherin front ofthe body

13 Deferse The team withotrt the ball; also
fte act of trying to stop the
onnonent from scorins

14 Defensive
Rebound

A rebourd by a f,ayer on
defense

15 Double violalion Violation of dribhling lhe ball
with two hands, or stop and
restartins the dribble

I6 Ddbble To bormce &e ball repeatedly
nith one hand while running or
walkins

t7 Foul Out A player is disqualified after
reaching five personal fouls

l8 Foul Truutrle Player foul trouble oc-crrrs
when t payer ac-cumulatrs
ftree or four fouls and is in
danger of fouling out
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t9 Frpe Throw A free shot taken from the free
tlrow line as the result of a foul

20 Free Throw Line The line a player stands behind
to shoot a free throw

2L Front pivot Moving forward while tuming
on the pivot foot.

22 Jurnp Shot A shot taken while a player is
jumping thro-ugh the air

23 LayUp A shoot taken close to the
basket that is usually banked of
the backboard and into the
basket

24 Man to Man
Defense

The defensive stategy where
each defensive player is
responsible for guarding one
opponent

25 Middle Line The line in the middle of the
court flrat sepa-rates the
fr ontcourt and backcourt

26 Offense The team with the ball
27 Offensive

Rebound
A rebourd by a player on
offense

28 Over Head Pass A pass thrown from over the
head, to clear a defender or for
addedpower

29 Passing When aplayer throw the ball to
a tearmnate

30 Personal Foul A foul tl'tat involves illegal
physical contact such as
blockine or holdine
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3t Pivot The action when the player
with the ball spin on one foot
and steps with tlreir other foot
1o protect the ball fiom a
&fender

32 PointGuard Usually a teanfs floor leader,
who initides the offense and
controls tlrc bnrro of the garne

aa
JJ Reboud C*t control of a ball tht has

come off the rim or backboard
after a failed shot attemil

34 Reverse pivot Steppng hcl<wad while
trrnine on the pivot foot

35 Screen An offensive player stand next
to a defender to gve Hs
bannnab b chance to tala an
open shot

36 Screen ard roll An offensive player screen for
trc ball hardler and then rclls
bwad &e baskef

3t Stoot To throw th ball in an atbmpt
b score soal

38 Shooter A player who takes a shot at
fte basket

39 Side tine The line at erch side of the
court

40 S$nDribble A change-ofdrcction nnve in
which the &itrblefs body is
always kept between the ball
ard trc &fen&r

4t Starter The fint five players who
heein agame
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42 Steal To take the ball away from the
opposing team, either off the
&ibble or by picking off a

PASS.

43 Stong Side The side of the court on which
fte ball is beine controlled

44 Three Point Line A semi+ircle painted on the
court, from outside of which a
successful shot earns three
points

45 Travelling
Violation

A violation in which a player
takes too many steps without
&ibbling tre ball.

46 Weak Side The side of the court wiflrout
fte ball

47 Wing The area on the cowt where the
3-point arc meets the free
throw line extended

48 Zone Defense A team defense in which
players are assigned to guard
specific areas of the court

49 Zone Offence A team offense used against a
rcne defense
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Based on the result of interview with two coaches and
three members of CIBBM on 6-76 December 20 1 3, the researcher
found 3 reasons why CIBBM used register in their
communication. Firstly, registers made their communication
easier. They could communicate and send the information easily
among other members when they played basketball by using
registers. Furthermore, register could also ease players'
movement by following coach instructions. Secondly, registers
made practical and efFrcient interaction. By using registers they
were more focused in their game than using the real meaning of
registers. Thirdly, registers showed their identity. It could
differentiate their community from the other sport communities
in the society because they had specific terms that different with
others. So, when the members communicated to each others using
registers people could recognize that they were the members of
basketball communities.

CONCLUSION

It can be concluded that there were 49 registers used by
CIBBM. All of the registers are categorizedas a type of register
that incorporated standard American English, so that it was
classified into formal register as stated Hunt et al (1999). Other
types of registers such as Informal registers, Over-formal
register, Motherese, and Reporting registers were not found
because CIBBM members did not use a type of register that
permits certain abbreviations and deletions, false high pitched
nasal voice, elongated sound and "sing- song" intonation, flat
intonation, andrapidrate of speech and gestures inproducing the
registers such as whatwas explainedbyHunt (1999).
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Moreover, there were 3 reasons why the registers were
used by CIBBM. First of all, the registers were used by CIBBM in
order to make their communication easier. It was supported by
Ferguson in Wardhaugh (2006: 52), register is special term for
recurrent object and events, and formulaic sequences or
"routines," seem to facilitate speedy communication. Second,
registers made practical and efficient interaction.
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